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UOP "Grown Worse" According to WASC Report
By Kevin Kelly

lmrrin''1n7? Band. Black Note, Played in the Summit During Last Thursdays Nooner. (Photo By Cheryl Grove)

UOP Hopes To Boost Endowment $38
Million, Seeks Six Figure "Gifts"

;htH

By Val Sarver
Staff Writer
Hoping to boost UOP's current $32
million endowment to $70 million
dollars, Vem Ummel, Director of
Development spoke last week about the
University's new campaign.
The Board of Regents authorized
the campaign titled "Fulfilling the
Promise." The campaign's primary
focus is building the endowment.
Building the endowment is a much
neglected area. Much of the lifetime of
the University is spent building the
physical facilities and not concentrating
on building the endowment, says
Ummel.
Ummel said the University must
focus on offering "the uncommon
educational experience." In order to do
this, UOP must offer breadth of
excellence in the liberal arts and
professional programs, as well as
individual attention provided by small
classes and dedicated faculty says

'P

Ummel.

According to Ummel the University
willneed additional resources to maintain
the quality education; the funds for the
^sources will need to come from
endowments. "There is a direct
correlation between the quality of the
institution and the size of the
endowment," says Ummel.
Four years ago UOP's endowment
Was $11 million. It is now up to $32
Million; the goal is $70 million and on
"P to $100 million. The campaign is
Opposed to last 5 to 6 years. This goal
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Interim Dean Of Admissions Named
Janet Schellhase Dial, associate Dean
Admissions at University of the
ac'fic, has been named interim dean.
A campus search committee has been
®totod to find a replacement for current
~ean of Admissions Patricia Peters
who announced last fall that she
Jtould leave the University at the end of
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set by the regents is said to be a"stretch,'
but achievable.
When compared with other higher
education schools, UOP has a smaller
endowmentthanmany. If the University
can push $70 to $100 million, student
enrollment will grow, the quality of the
students will increase, the school will
receive national exposure and it will
attract additional financial support.
Reaching the goal will mean qualified
students will not be turned away for
financial reasons, middle income
families will be able to send their sons
and daughters here and UOP will
continue to offer the uncommon
educational experience."
Ummel said, "the endowment
campaign willprovide financial stability,
enabling UOP to attract more students,
while guaranteeing excellence through
a distinguished and dedicated faculty

and staff."
The separate schools and colleges
will have their own dollar goals.
Endowment specifics will be made by
the deans and faculty. However, all the
schoolswillhaveacommontheme. The
regents felt that this decentralization of
the campaign seems smart because the
University is identified by its various
schools. It is also-harder to raise
endowment than other capital projects
because it is less tangible. Deans will
work withthe development to determine
the types of endowment appropriate for
their school.
The campaign strategy includes:
•finalizing the case and involving the
deans
•recruiting volunteer chairmen and
preparing necessary support material,
•cultivating and soliciting leadership
gifts.
•maintaining annual fund levels,
•educating and involving key gift
prospects.
"Fulfilling the promise requires rededication to excellence, to economy, to
creativity and to a true sense of teamworic;
as we workhard to make UOP the finest
university it can be," said Bill Atchley,
UOP President.
"Thereisa90-10raleinfundraising,"
said Ummel, "10 percent of our
supporters will give 90 percent of the
goal. The first years of the campaign
will focus on this group." The campaign
will concentrate on individuals,
corporations and foundations who can
make six figure gifts or larger.

After joining the University as
ssistantDirectorof Admissions in June
8$. Dial wasnamed AssistantDirector
® Admissions and Financial Aid in
Pol 1989 and promoted to her current
Post as Associate Dean of Admissions
^Coordinatorof Alumni Admissions
ltlSePtember 1990.
. ^al completed herbachelor's degree
^Psychology, with a minor in geology,
College of Wooster, Wooster,

Ohio in 1984. She worked that summer
as a marketing research statistician for
Orthopedic Technology in San Leandro
before returning to the college as an
admissions counselorfrom August 1984
to May 1985.
Dial earned her master s degree tn

educational and counseling psychology
at UOP in 1989, minonng in

communication. She is a member of the
National Association of College
Admission Counselors, the Western
Association of College Admission
Counselors and the admissions office
representative to the board of the
Community Involvement Program.
Janet Dial, Interim Dean OfAdmisions

Senior Staff Writer
The Western Association of Schools
and Colleges, an accrediting commission
for senior colleges and universities, has
completed its investigation of the
University of the Pacific and has
recommended that the University
become more "proactive" than
"reactive."
In its 75 page report the concerns of
the WASC Committee focused on
decreased enrollment, financial
uncertainties and other "historical
characteristics"of the University. What
was of deeper concern was that these
areas were similarto those addressed by
previous WASCcommittees during the
1980s.
Since 1981 it is apparent, according
to the Committee's report, that the
University has continued to decline in
several areas and in some cases, "grown
worse." In the 1981 WASC report, it
indicated that the University identified
these problem areas and devised a plan
that would be implemented. However,
only a minimal amount of corrective
actiontookplace, according to the report.
The WASC Committee did recognize
and attribute
the lack of corrective action to the vast
amount of administrative changes that
have occurred within the last four years.
Most of the blame was placed onthe
previous administration's "inability" to
act on the issues brought forth in the
1981 findings, as well as the amount of
time it has taken the new administration
to get accustomed to and incorporate the
WASC recommendations.
The WASC report was primarily
based on an appraised Self-Study that
was prepared by the University's
Accreditation Committee that was
reviewed by the W ASCcommittee prior
to its investigation. The focus of the
Self-Study revolved around three areas:
governance, planning and finance.
Governance
The governing body, the Board of
Regents, is responsible for the "quality
and integrityof the university." WASC
gave credit to the Board of Regents as
well as President Atchley for its
commitment to improving the
University's academic quality. It was
also reported that the faculty and the
staff have been
"heartened" by the recent actions which
President Atchley has undertaken,
specifically that of
improving the opportunities for faculty
to communicate
their views to the members of the board,
as was indicated by the Committee's

findings.
simply cannot
Despite the"strong impression" that continue if this Institution is to remain
the Board of Regents had on the WASC viable."
Committee, several recommendations
One of the main reasons for the
were strongly suggested. The majority University's financial dilemma is the
of the recommendations indicate that a fact that the University'sbudgetis tuition
more efficient system of open run. As it it stated in the WASC report,
communication be employed, not only "program planningneeds to be based on
between President Atchley and the realistic enrollment projections and the
Board, but vice-presidents and faculty resultant financial Full-Timeas well.
Equivalents. The system used to arrive
Furthermore, the Board must take a atthese projections isseriously flawed."
"leadership role in refining the goals of
It is further reported that it is vital that
the University." By doing so, it will not President Atchley and the Board of
only position UOP effectively in the Regents implementplans for generating
"spectrum of higher education" in the gifts and endowments forthe University
present but the future as well.
which have remained in the planning
stages for quite some time. While the
P»anqing
tuition is a necessity
Planning was criticized on the for the functioning of the University,
grounds thatthe WASCcommittee was relying on this income "seriously
"unable to find any evidence of an curtails and alters what the
effective strategic planning process." University can be and do."
An example that was given by WASC
An additional area that was of main
indicated that enrollment data
concern to the Committee was faculty
is not used effectively in revenue compensation. According to the WASC
projections. This is because the data report, although benefit packages have
collected is reported to the various been used to compensate low faculty
departments at different times.
salaries, "the combination of low pay
According to WASC, "lack of and reduced benefit packages will
timely information
severely impact recruitment of new and
and inappropriate use of data have talented faculty."
resulted in budget
The WASC Committee was also
overruns."
informed that a "relatively high
President Atchley, however, did percentage of faculty must work outside
announce that a new planning effort is to the University to supplement their
be launched. His "strategic planning salaries."
effort" is to be broadly based,
Other areas where strong
comprehensive and sensitive to the recommendations were made pertained
critical issues of implementation, to how the library's operating budget
responding particularly to the criticism needs to be increased in order to
that"previousplanshavebeenignored," accommodate and support the various
as was described in the report.
academic programs; how immediate
Reaction to this "strategic planning steps should be taken to resolve the issue
effort" was received with mixed of whether athletic programs adversely
emotions by the WASC Committee. affect budgetary
Despite its reactions, the Committee did decisions; that the level of ethnic
report that the recommendations made diversity at the
in the Self-Study"appear to be on target university needs to be increased in both
and should be pursued thoughtfully and faculty and
students; and thatthe university needs to
immediately."
improve its sensitivity toward women
and particularly minorities.
Finance
While governance, planning and
The financial condition at UOP was
found by the WASC Committee in the finance impede the University's ability
to progress, it appears to be vital for the
1980s and presently, to be "one
of the most troubling, enduring and University's survival, that the
potentially damaging problem that has recommendations suggested be
implemented as quickly as possible.
not been resolved."
Despite the criticism and the current
According to the WASC report, the
financial
situation at UOP, a central
financial condition at UOP has "played
a critical role in dictating the way the theme still remains at the forefront of all
University has organized and managed the confusion—thatthe faculty andstaff
its academic operations and are still committed to their
administrative business during the last responsibilities in teaching higher
education.
decade." The report
continues to say that this "situation

Student Government Elections Coming Up
By Kristine Mollenkopf
Staff Writer
The Associated Students of
University of the Pacific is preparing to
hold elections for student government
positions.The positions available include
Student Body President, Senior Class
Senator, Junior Class Senator,
Sophomore Class Senator and Off
Campus Senator.
Anyone interested in running for
office may obtain an election packet at
the ASUOP (second floor of the
McCaffrey Center) beginning
Wednesday, February 5. Petitioners for
Presidential candidacy are required to
obtain one hundred student signatures;
petitioners for Senatorial candidacy are
required to obtain fifty signatures of
students within their respective
constituencies. The signatures must be
returned to the ASUOP office inorderto

be a recognized candidate. No candidate
may be on academic probation. Outlined
intheelectionpacketarespecificelection
committee guidelines for operating and
financing a campaign.
Campaigning will begin Tuesday,
Feb. 18, with elections to be held on
Wednesday, Feb. 26, and Thursday,
Feb.27. The new ASUOP President will

thereafter, Senators-elect will take their
positions in the fall of 1992. For more
information, contact the ASUOP office
at 946-2233 or stop in and ask for Cathy
Hill, ASUOP Human Resources
Manager or Rae Ann Ramsey, ASUOP
Elections and Bylaws Committee
Chairperson.
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third annual Northern California Student
Leadership Conference last Saturday,
The one-day conterenee, entitled
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tW » ti/oc
for Student
Success
was
sponsored b , UOP's Upward Bound
program and the Western Association
of Educational Opportunity Personnel.
AccordingtoUOP'sUpwardBound
program Recmiter/ Academic Advisor
Richard Santana, the conference was
designed to help high school students
buildleadershipskillsandleamavailable
educational opportunities. "The
conference included workshops that
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Chemistry Student Receives Anderson Y Encourages Community Involvment
By Becky Dose
Honerable Mention
r»..

By Donna Stafford

his work here that he began to think
Staff Writer
about going abroad to obtain a Ph.D.
Student Xiaojing Wang has a lot to
"I only had a list of universities to
be smiling about these days. Recently he look over and UOP caught my eye
was selected for inclusion in the next because I thought it must be near the
publication of Who's Who in Colleges beach, which I am very fond of. So I
and Universities.Thisdistinctionisbeing applied, and to my surprise I was accepted
given to him for his outstanding merits right away," says Wang.
and accomplishments in the field of
Once Wang began school at UOPhe
organic chemistry.
decided to do his research work under
The opportunity I had to interview the close eye of Dr. Paul Gross. He has
Xiaojing took me into the chemistry lab been working on this research for over
of the Classroom Building, where he three years now, and expects to finish
was busy at work among the many flasks this summer.
and different chemicals necessary for
So far, Wang has been impressed
his research. I discovered a quiet man with UOP and the faculty he has
with a pleasant demeanor, who was interacted with. "I like UOP a lot and I
ready and willing to answer my am most happy here. Personally, I like
questions.
Dr. Gross' personality. I can talk to him
Wang is woiking on his Ph.D. under and healways has time forme, especially
the guidance of Dr. Paul Gross. His if there is a problem. Here at UOP a
research in organic chemistry has led student is a person and not just a number
him tospeci alize in the organic chemical like at some universities."
synthesis of carbohydrate analogues.
Dr. Gross, who received his
This area of research is related to Ph.D. in Germany and was UOP's first
carbohydrates in the body and the post doctorate student in 1962, thinks
immune system.
very highly of Wang.
Wang's chemistry background is
"He is a very good student and agood
quite extensive. His education began in teaching assistant. He is very
his hometown, Wuhan, a large city in independent and has his own ideas about
the people's Republic of China. At things," says Gross. "I give him lots of
Wuhan University, he earned a B.S. credit for the work he has been doing. He
degree in chemistry in 1981. Shortly is a self-starter."
thereafter he went to work in a chemistry
Wang is married to Pihong Zhao, a
institute for two years, also in Wuhan. physical chemistry student who began
However, in 1983, the pursuit of a her studies here one year after he did.
mastcr'sdegrcetookhimbackto Wuhan
Wang spends his leisure time taking
University. Upon receiving his degree, trips along the California coastline. He
Wang was hired as an instructor at the particularly enjoys the beaches of
ToTongji Medical School University to Monterey and Morro Bay.
teach organic chemistry. It was during
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Guest Writer
Frustrated with what's going on in
the world? Want to see i f you' re learning
whatyouthinkyou'releaming?Wantto
what you think you 're learning? Want to
have a close connection witha child and
theirfamilvofanothercultiire"?
Wanttn
their family
family of
of another
to
their
anotherculture?
culture? Want
Wantto
develop new skills? If you've answered
"yes" to any of these questions then the
Anderson Y Center is the place for you.
In existence in some form since 1879,
the Anderson Y Center today serves as
thecommunityserviceforthe University.
Students for decades have joined in
shared concerns for world peace, a
healthy environment, the appreciation
of diversity, substance abuse prevention
and much more through innovative
programs, many of which remain on
campus and in the community. Stockton
community theater, Big Brothers/Big
Sisters, C.I.P, self-help and philosophical
discussion groups, yoga classes, UOP
films, student orientation retreats, peace
activism, campus recycling, Diversity
Week and the Children's Museum all
had roots in or around the Anderson Y
Center.
Have you evernoticed thebrickhouse
on the comer of Knoles and Pacific
across from BurnsTower? Aftermoving
out of Anderson Hall in 1978, this
location has been the home of the
Anderson Y Center. UOP's AYC is a
non-profit organization which as a
building, provides meeting space for
student and community groups as they
seek solutions to common problems.
The following student managed
programs
provide
powerful
experimental learning opportunities for
students:
•Partners in Education

Pacific Crime Report
Feb. 21992 through Feb. 9,1992

Hit and Run:
A student reported damage to the
right front fender of his parked vehicle
in Lot #2 (east side of the swimming
pool) Friday morning.
Theft:
While responding to a casualty at
Grace Covell Hall Friday night, a
Stockton Firefighter's helmet was taken
from the unattended fire buck parked on
President's Drive.
A University employee reported the
theftofhisUOPparicingpermit#A01636
Tuesday.

FEB. 18 MEET THE

A miniature Weber barbecue was
taken from the University Center
Apartments Friday.

to an unconscious student at Grace Covell
Hall Friday night. The student was taken
for treatment to St. Joseph's Hospital.

Alarms:
False fire alarms were activated by
pull stations on the first floors of Grace
Covell Hall and Price House Saturday
night.

Arrests:
A subject, previously arrested for an
outstanding parole warrant, was
identified and charged with burglarizing
a South Campus supply room of
concession items in January.

This past week, there were eight
security alarm activations and six blue
light emergency phone activations.
Casualty:
Public Safety, Stockton Fire
Department and Paramedics responded

(Continued on Page # ?? Crime Report)
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to area elementary ana nrgn
students. Younger students have an
opportunity to increase the quality and
of their time
time in scnooi
school while
quantity ot
wnue
having positive social and learning
experienceswiththeassistanceoftrained
and caring university students.
•Tutoring
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approximately 400 students
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In a virtual qut
unusual and unique
UOP Conservatory
Allen Brown in a r
music of the avant
special tribute to t
legend Miles Davis
The first secti
features the works
acclaimed compose
Brindle and Stuar
Rather than being
Conservatory chose
of this portion of th(
ensemble works wi
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Miles Davis. Davis
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Will Come."
As a part of
Resident Artist Si
according to Brow
traditional solo rcc
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Faye Spanos Cone
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CRUISE JOBS

Cruise Lines Now Hiring. Earn
$2,000+ per month working on cruise
ships. World travel! Holiday, Sum
mer and Full-time employment avail
able. For Employment Program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. C 304

Delta Sigma Pi
Spring Recruiting Events
CHAPTER AT GOLD ROOM 7:00-9:00P.M.

(Professional Dress ) You can still sign up.

FEB. 21 A TOUR TO DELICATO VINEYARDS (Meet at Burns Tower 3:00p.m.)
(Casual wear)

FEB. 26 PACIFIC BUSINESS FORUM 5:30-6:30 (Fayes Spanos Center)
(Dessert following in Weber Hall)
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? Kelly Hochman
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Entertainment Editor
You ve just had a horrifying week of
midterms and Spring Break is coming
up; where are you going to go? Disney
World. Where else can you find fun,
excitement and Mickey Mouse in one
place? Forget about Mexico, the
Carribean, Europe, your parent's place
in Aspen ... the only place to be is in
Florida at the Disney-MGM Studio's
Theme Park.

College students can blast off on a
journey in "StarTours,"conquer "Space
Mountain" and adventure through the
human bloodstream in "Body Wars" at
special student prices Feb. 22 through
April 10 at the Walt Disney Worid
Resort.
Students can take huge savings
with a valid I.D., take a break from the
beach and try a day at the theme parte for
only $22 plus tax. That is $11 less than
admissioa So go and enjoy''Catastrophe
Canyon," the "Indiana JonesEpic Stunt
Spectacular" and a daily street patty of
outrageous proportions "Surprise
Celebration Parade." I mean, come on,
if you can't have fun at Disney World,
where can you have fun? Eniov!

h-«
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Ajazz Legend

In A (Wayne's) World
By Kelly Hochman
Entertainment Editor
This was absolutely the best movie I
have ever seen in my whole life... NOT!
What this movie basically does is take
those fairly fimny, sometimes stupid 5
minute skits on Saturday Night Live,
and stretch it out to a gruelling hour and
a half. I'm not saying that this movie
totally lacked in humor and originality;
I'm saying that the 5 minute skits are a
lot easier to swallow. There are a few
very funny parts, and if you are a fan of
Wayne's World, I'm sure this could be
an entertaining movie. However, I'm
glad I got passes to see Wayne's World
and didn't have to waste my own money.
To sum up the whole Wayne's World
experience: it begins in the basement of
Wayne's (playedby MikeMeyersjhouse
in Aurora, 111., where he and his sidekick
Gaith (played by Dana Carvey) host a
late-night cable-access TV show. That
in itself should tell you enough, but hey,
I'll go on. Their show features anything
that they feel like talking about. Usually
heavy metal rock bands, salutes to
beautiful babes and their constant pursuit
thereof; and some of the worst
technological "wonders" such as the
'suck-n-cut' haircutting device. Have
you had enough? No.... okay, I'll

continue. To stretch this concept out to
the extreme as they did, Mike Meyers
and company had to figure out a plot for
the movie, or at least I think there was
one. The brilliant plot theycame up with
was television executive Benjamin
01iver(played by Rob Lowe) sees
commercial potential in the program,
but will big-time TV be the downfall of
the show?! Of Wayne and Garth's
friendship?!! Of Wayne's blossoming
love life?!!! Who cares. No way... way!
It also revolves around a "babe" who
plays heavy metal. See, Wayne may be
able to give Cassandra his love and
devotion (try not to visualize that), but
Benjamin Oliver offers her a record
deal. OOH... and the plot (?) thickens.
So much for trying to hide my true
feelings about the movie.
Mike Meyers, of all people, should
remember that good things come in sm all
packages. The SNL version of Wayne's
World was the rperfect setting to get
acrosstheeffectthatMeyens and Carvey
wanted, but too much of a good thing
can spoil it What we have here is a
rotten movie. Obviously, Meyers was in
a (Wayne's) world all his own. But hey,
this is just my opinion... you may find
the movie incredibly entertaining, and if
so.... my condolences.

By Kelly Hochman
Entertainment Editor
In a virtual quest for the best in
unusual and unique programming, the
iJOP Conservatory of Music presents
Men Brown in a recital consisting of
music of the avant-garde as well as a
special tribute to the late, great jazz
legend Miles Davis.
The first section of the program
features the works of internationally
acclaimed composers Reginald SmithBrindle and Stuart Saunders Smith.
Rather than being all solo works, the
Conservatory chose tohavethemajority
of this portion of the program consist of
ensemble works with Brown as soloist.
For the second section, Brown, along
Mthseveralprominentlocal jazz players,
willpresent a special tribute to jazz great
Miles Davis. Davis, who passed away
just a few months ago, was one of the
Mstinfluential men in jazz. Brown will
flay vibraphone assisted by trumpets,
•enor sax, piano, bass and drums. The
most memorable Davis tunes will be
)wd; including "So What",
Milestones" and "Someday My Prince
Will Come."

A

As a part of the Conservatory's
Resident Artist Series, the recital is
according to Brown,"
far from the
traditional solo recital concept." It is to
beheldat8p.m. on Friday, Feb. 21 in the
%e Spanos Concert Hall.
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The WASC Report: Where does our University stand?
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The Western Association of Schools
and Colleges' (WASC) Accrediting
Commission recently spent four days on our
campus interviewing, investigating and
reviewing in an effort to understand the
purpose of our University's governance,
planning and finance, so as to make
recommendations for improvements these
areas. From Oct. 29 to Nov.1,1991, the
visiting team met with regents,
administration, faculty, staff and students.
After four extensive days of meetings, the
visiting team workeddiligently at compiling
the information they had collected and
returned it to our campus in theform of a 74page report, complete with a number of
recommendations.
The purpose of the WASC visit was to
review our current accreditation as an
institution of higher education of superior
quality. Without an accreditation, the
University would not be acknowledged as a
quality institution by other colleges and
universities, or worse yet, businesses and
government agencies.
Prior to the arrival of the WASC team,
theUniversityconcludedadetailedcritically
introspective self-study that found many
areas at our University in need of
improvement. Together with the self-study
report, WASC was able to develop a fairly
thorough review of theUniversity and make
recommendations in many areas.
In an effort to inform the campus
community of the many observations and
suggestionsmadc in thereport, The Pacifican
has reviewed the WASC report and its
recommendations. Following is a brief
summary of many of those observations.
We strongly encourage each member of the
campus community to take responsibility in
ensuring that the changes that need to be
made are made by talking with
administration officials and regents. Only
together, as a united community of regents,
administration, faculty, staff and students
can we truly improve the University to the
level it needs to be for viability and success
in the coming years.
WASC's last visit was in 1981. The
1991 report begins by stating that"many of
the problems identified during the WASC
visit of 1981 continue to exist. The 1981
report indicates that theUniversity identified
itsproblems and developed a plan to address
these problems. However, the plan was
never fully implemented and only a few
significant actions have been taken."
The WASC team as wellasThePac^Zcan
finds it very disturbing that the University's
last self-study commented on these
problems, but little appears to have been
done in trying to solve them. Throughout
the entire report, blame is attributed to the
McCaffrey administration (President
McCaffrey precededPresident Atchley) for
many of the problems that the University is
facing now. But the Atchley administration
has been in place at the University since
1987 , more than enough time to provide
better attention to these problems that have
gotten progressively worse over the past
four years.
WASC has nine standards for
accreditation that must be successfully
fulfilled by the University in order for it to
be accredited. The WASC report is

organized into these nine standards, therefore
our comments will be organized in the same
fashion.

lack of shared and organized governanceof
our University has contributed to the
progressive decline in the quality and
effectiveness of the decisions made at the
University.
This deficiency in the governance of the
University was shown last semester in the
President's revising of faculty benefit
packages and retirementplans without their
consent or input (The Pacifican, Dec.12,
1991). Thislackofeffectivecommunication
between faculty and administration led to
this unwise and unpopular position that has
led many faculty to speak out in theirclasses
about leaving.

Standard 1: Institutional Integrity. The
WASC team found that "the Board of
Regents does not have the information to
make informed decisions about the welfare
of the [University]. Those speaking for the
[University] argue that these lapses were the
result of mistakes made by the previous
Administration." Once again, blame is
attributed to the McCaffrey administration
for a problem that is occurring now. How is
it not the fault of the Atchley administration
for failure to communicate with the Board
of Regentseffectively in 1991? If President Standard 4: Educational Programs. The
Atchley does not take responsibility for WASC team "recognizes and commends
departmental and individual efforts ... to
these types of problems, who will?
WASC commends the University for its improve the quality of instruction at the
efforts to attract minority students through University." The Pacifican agrees with this
the Community InvolvementProgram (CIP) and other assessments which praise the
and our relationship with the Stockton dedication of our outstanding faculty. "A
community, but "because the University consistentnote from interviewswith students
has failed to attract minority faculty, staff is one of gratitude to faculty for the quality
and adm inistrators, there are few rolemodels of education they provide."
The report continues, "it is poignant to
and mentors for [minority] students."
Additionally,"the visitingteam isconcerned hear students worry about the morale of
with... the Administration'sresponse to the faculty, . . . and about the future of the
[University's] financial problems meaning programs in which they are enrolled.
that manyrecently hired minority employees Students ... see promising new faculty
may lose their position as a result of leaving the [University], faculty frustration
'balancing the budget.'" The Pacifican with dwindling resources and inadequate
agrees with the report that we need to keep library resources." Theseobvious growing
and attract minority faculty, staff and deficiencies in our educational programs
administrators, but caution the University lead many studentsandThePacifican tohave
not to save 'recently hired minority a "general uneasiness . . . about the
employees' at the expense of non-minority [University's] commitment to faculty and
employees thathavebeen with theUniversity to Undergraduate Education."
for a much longer time. The University
should not be 'balancing the budget' with Standard 5: Faculty and Staff. As has just
employee terminations, but instead develop been stated in the previous standard, "the
a plan to keep those we have and recruit faculty shouldbe commended for sustaining
those that we need to enrich our declining an environment which nurtures students
intellectually
and
personally."
faculty base.
Unfortunately, though,"low faculty salaries
Standard 2: Institutional Purposes, appear to be causing a severe morale
Planning and Effectiveness. The WASC problem." The Pacifican agrees with
team found the "language of [President WASC's assessment that"the combination
Atchley's] Vision Statement vague and of low pay and reduced benefit packages
couched in moral and ethical tones." will severely impactrecruitment of new and
Additionally, they believe that "it tends not talented faculty." How are we going tokeep
to serve well as the vehicle to provide a our outstanding faculty and recruit new and
guiding philosophy forinstitutional planning energetic faculty without offering them
and assessment" This, along with a lack of something worth their time and expertise?
structured planning, have put theUniversity
into a decline with little direction for a way Standard 6: Library, Computing, and
Other Information and Learning
out
The Pacifican is encouraged by the Resources. The WASC report states that
President's recent creation of the Strategic "the Library's holdings are insufficient in
Planning Committee and urges him to give depth and in currency to support the
thiscommitteecompleteauthority to rewrite University's academic needs." With a
the University's Vision Statement and to University that offers 59 undergraduate
develop a stronger plan for improving the majors, 20 master's programs, and several
University.
doctoral programs, it is unbelievable that
students and faculty must"use area libraries
Standard 3: Governance and (UC Berkeley,UC Davis,CSU Sacramento)
Administration. The WASC team believes ... and have a reliance on these collections
that "the Faculty Council and Constituent formaterialsneededforcourse work." Why
Committees are clearly advisory boards hasn't the University spent their resources
rather than formally discretionary partners on expanding a gravely deficient library
in 'shared governance' [with the instead of on new signs, additions to athletic
administration]." Additionally, they found facilities and improvements to the
that "in many instances the members of the President's office and home? What are the
University did not understand the current Administration's priorities?
organizational structure and reporting
responsibilities ofkeyadministrators." This

Standard 7: Student Services and the
Learning Environment. WASCfound that
the University "maintains a supportive cocurricular environment that fosters the
development and general welfare of the
students through a wide range of services
provided by the Division of Student Life.
This included student government
(ASUOP), student advising, the health
services, drug and alcohol education
program (ROAD), residential life, public
safety, career services and international
services, all being of high quality.
Concerns expressed by WASC include
the shrinking ability of a successful
Academic SkillsCenter to meet the growing
needs of students, the lack of an adequate
"maintenance plan" for the deteriorating
residence halls and the University's plan to
"weaken the service... of the Counseling
Center." The center, having only one fulltime professional,also"is in needof someone
who can reach out to minority students on
campus." The Pacifican strongly encourages
the Administration to heed the warnings of
the WASC report and strengthen the areas
cited before the overwhelming demand for
these student services make them
overburdened and ineffective.
"Faculty, students and some
administrators are distressed and confused
by thecontinuous debate over the cost of the
athletic program and the degree to which
academic programs are weakened by this
process," the WASC reports states.
Additionally, "a strong concern is made by
many ... regarding the amount of money
spent on football in comparison to other
programs [on thecampus and inlight of] the
University's total financial capacity." This
"major source of friction on the campus"
has consistently been swept under the rug
by this Administration whenever there are
questions "regarding budget discipline in
the athletic area." Once again, what are the
priorities? When is President Atchley going
to really examine how the University
commits funds to a Division One level
football program. The Pacifican is not
advocating the elimination of this program,
just an examination of its effectiveness and
budgetdiscipline. Wemuststopsquandering
our dwindling resources.
Standard 8: Physical Resources. The
WASC team believes that"specialattention
needs to be placed on computer [systems]."
The University's computer system is
improving, but lacks in many areas. "The
principal opportunity to improve data
transfer and productivity rest with the
development of integrateddata processing"
for the University.
Standard 9: Financial Resources. "Due
to a combination of long-term fundamental
accounting corrections and unrealistic
projections of tuition and unrestricted gift
income, deficits of $3.6 million and $6.9
million were recognized for fiscal years
1989 and 1990," the WASC report states.
'The Stockton campus is addressing a
projected deficit of $5.5 million [for fiscal
year 1991]." The current long-term debt of
theUniversity owed totheBankofStockton,
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What advice do you have for President Atchley?
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at we had a duty to see her into a
comfortable retirement. However
everyone who has worked with her (and
fey are numerous because she handled
specral events) testifies to her
competence and efficienCy InthelQng
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Gwenncth L. Browne

Physical Plant
Betrayed
Dear Editor:
I have worked for the University of
the Pacific forovereight years. Iconsider
myself a good employee and I am proud
of the work I do. I have never been
reprimanded nor have I had to use the
grievance procedure. I feel that I now
have something to say.
I want to know why [Vice President
of Finance] Go ins can send us a letter
telling us we will be terminated March
15th, but he could, not notify us in
October, bringing us together with our
union to ask for help? I feel that most of
us, through negotiation, would accept a
freeze in pay - or even a five percent pay
cut. However, I get the feeling that the
University wants to take care of a
financial problem that has been here for
years all at once. Once they've saved
their $600,000,1sincerely hope someone
has given some thought to what this
campus will look like and how it will
operate. How many turnovers will you
have with low paying jobs and no
benefits? How much time will be lost in
training and retraining new employees?
Nothing has been said [by the
University] about Servicemaster and
theirinterestinallofthis. Has[President]
Atchley and Mr. Goins made a "deal"
withServicemasterthattheynowcannot
get out of? It's no secret that Joe Kerim
of Servicemaster want the union out.
What will happen in a few years when
Servicemaster becomes too expensive
for the University and it is left with no
equipment and no knowledgeable
employees to run the Physical Plant?
Ask ARA laborers how they feel about
their pay and "benefits?"
Well, by the time this all happens, 98
workers and their families may or may
not iust be "getting back on our feet."_
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run, this economy".will cost the
Unrversrty dearly.
th L°mmend y°u for your concern for
the Physrcal Plant employees. All the
people who work to make ourlives more
comfortable need to be appreciated.
Perhaps you can help your fellow
students to see what the administration
seems unable to understand, efficiency
and ruthlessness are not synonymous
and injustice is never justified by
budgetary problems.

- Mike Clark. USA TOCW
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"EXCEPTIONAL!
I STRONGER
RECOMMEND IT."

W

— Gene Siskel,

From The Director Of
"Children Of A Lesser God"

Mr. Atchley will be in retirement home
that he is having built in South Carolina
and Mr. Kerim will be somewhere else
showing other schools and companies
how to "save lots of money."
I feel betrayed. Since November it
has been known about "contracting out"
the Physical Plant, but yet when we used
the opendoor"policyoftheUniversity,
we we're told they knew nothing about
it. I am asking for faculty, students and
staff to voice their opinion. This isnot a
fair bargaining practice.

The Responsibility to
Vote
By Jeffrey Weinberg
Editor in Chief
It is far too easy to stay away from
challenges of any sort. However, I find
it particularly interesting that a majority
of UOP students do not even take the
time to engage in one of our country's
most sacred freedoms, the right to vote.
Our forefathers fought and died so
that we may enjoy the privilege ofcasting
a ballot for our favorite (dare I say the
most qualified) candidate on all levels of
government. This right is extended to
all citizens by the Constitution. I can
understand revoking this right in some
instances, but I fail to see how we can

only manage to draw less than 45% (in
a good year) of our population to the
polls.
Earlier this week, less than one fifth
of the population turned out to vote in
the Iowa caucus. This is a deplorable
statistic. For those who are unfamiliar
with the caucus and primary systems, it
is in these elections that candidates begin
to collectvotes inhopes of securing their
party's nomination. In such a crucial
election year, why do Americans stray
away from the polls?
Election '92 is less than 9 months
away and clearly anything is possible at
this point. From the looks of eaiiy polls
in Massachusetts, George Bush may be
in for a rough ride. The democrats have
no clear front-runner in this race, while
Pat Buchannan's popularity and
recognition swells each day. By now,
you may be asking yourselves what is
the message of this article. Simply
stated, the future is determined by the
outcomes of today. Each of us has the
duty to register to vote and then cast our
ballot. College students have a great
deal to gain or loose based on the
outcomes of this year's election. The
direction of the country, and in turn, our
own personal directions will be affected.
If you are unhappy withthe current state
(Continued on Page #10)
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THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, which
ever amount is greater.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll e&m from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

1-800-USA-ARMY
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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PIZZA
PASTA $ SANDWICHES

PREGNANT? SCABED?

CALL US

4415 Pacific Avenue • Stockton, CA 95207 • 209/957-4415

Large Pepperoni Pizza for
Students Only!

.50

FREE
PREGNANCY
TESTING

THE DECISION ABOUT YOUR FUTURE AND G]
THAT OF YOR UNPLANNED CHILD IS YOURS!
CARING AND CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING ft

HELP THE CHILDREN
20^-547 0255
CA FACILITY #390312275

PACIFIC TALKS

What would be your perfect Valentine's Day?
J"® Nelson

„tt>e

110 of |K

bet"*",,
sliiJcn

Sherry Englert

^•national Affairs
^nior

Exploratory
Freshman

filing and laughing all day long
'hat someone special and

"Making everybody else's Valentine's
h„nDV»
Day happy

S|cally

just being a cheeseball.'

John DeSpirito
TD. Hopkins
Mike Ortwein
Crish Barth
Rick VanNieuwburg

"Sitting by the fireplace on a bear
skin rug with our sweetheart at 819
Presidents Drive."

John Florek
Alumni
Music Management

"One without hearts, cards or
flowers."

Karen Crain
Sophomore
Education

"Two dozen red roses."

Bryan Lojeski
Freshman
Exploratory/Communication

"Finding the woman of my dreams
and..."

Russia for the masses
Byjason Quinn
Guest Writer
"Laurel asked me to write an article,
preferably aboutRussia, where I and six
other UOP students spent my winter
break. I knew immediately that she must
be in truly dire straits to ask me to do
anything forher, aftertheHauntedHouse
and everything. I pitied her, of course,
until I found out that she gets paid for
this, but nevertheless agreed to do my
best to come up with something. The
something was the problem.
Politics was immediately out. After
all, Dr. Deiieth is a specialist in Soviet
politics, andhavingtwo people randomly
guessing about the fate of the
Commonwealth would probably cramp
his professional space. I missed too
many history classes, and though I love
the architecture, that's really Dr.
Kaipuk's field. The obvious choice, as
this is a current news article, would be to
give my impression on the current state
of the Russian empire. I didn't feel like
it I'm really tired of saying that there
was enough food and it was really, really
cold. Instead, I decided todo something
more collegiate, and therefore more
useful.
The Different types of Russian
Vodka
Actually, let me ramble a little first...
y'see, if you want real news on Russia,
you should be reading the New York
Times. Not that students can't write
worthwhile and valid news articles on
contemporary, important issues, but the
factisthattheyrarelydo. I.forexample,

have little interest in being a news
columnist. Still, there is information
which I may impart to you to help you in
your travels. If you go to Russia, you '11
probably do at least a little background
information on your own regarding the
different scholaiiyfieldsofinterestwhich
you wish to investigate. This is good,
and there is plenty of information out
there on class structure, art, the
Hermitage, icons, etc. However,there's
not much for the young adult to work
with as far as functional Russian
language. So, if you haven't had some
Russian, and even if you have, there are
a lot of words you'll want to know;
especially the different types of vodka.
Spasiba- Like Casaba, but with an
"ee" sound in the middle, "Thank you"
and Pazhalsta,like no other word on the
planet, "Please" are great words to be
familiar with. Most Russians (all that
I'vemet)understand"please"and"thank

you" in English, but it's a nice way to
feign interest in their language.
When you want to eat, go to the place
with the"PECTOPAH"sign. InCyrillic,
this says "Restoran", like "mess toe
gone", or to a Cafe, which to Greeks will
look like Kappa Alpha Phi Epsilon, and
sounds like Kafye but just barely.
If you need to know where something
is, say "Gdye" and then whatever it is
you want to find. There are better
grammatical structures, but most
Russians get the point An important
note: Don't ask the bobushki, the 100
year old troll women that walk around
flexing their pointyelbows. It'snotthat

about $2abottlein kiosks,or$3-5onthe
black market

they aren't eager to help, it's simply
impossible to understand what they're
tryingtosay. It'sliketryingtounderstand
your own grandparents, only in another
language. Anyhow, time for vodka.
Vodka
First, one must realize that vodka is to
Russians what the Summit is to people
who would otherwise have to eat in
Grace. It's an active part of the daily,
oppressive grind of Russianlife. Vodka
is the most common form of escapism in
a country with little interest in the
happiness of its own peoples. Vodka,
for Russians, is not the icy smooth
Stolichnaya that goes nicely with OJ or
Collins mix. Russian Stoli, while still
the best of the Soviet brands, is a step up
from propane. Likeallnon-expoitvodka,
Stolichnaya doesn't have a twist-top.
The pop-top comes off once, and the
bottle will be finished. I have yet to see
ahalf empty bottleofvodkainaRussian's
home. On one occasion (I was staying
with a family outside of Si. Petersburg)
I was actually given vodka cocktails.
This happened once. Every other
drunken occasion in Russia, we drank it
straight. Yes, it was icky. But at least
now I have pointers for you.
Pshenichnaya is the nastiest of the
group. Don't drink it. Ever.
Siberskaya is almost a fossil fuel.
Drink it when you're already drunk.
Kind of similar to how Hammsisn' t that
bad after a twelve-pack of Asahi.
Moscovskaya is the most bearable
of the standard Russian vodkas. It's a
stepdown from Gilbey's, but it's cheap;

been difficult to ignore. Quite jw

Basically, the trick is to wander on
down and buy some Pivo beer, 6 cents
in the scummier bars, about 30 cents a
bottle to buy to take back to the hotel; or
wine, 50 cents to $3 a bottle, available in
most Russian bars. It's sweet, like port,
but you'll live.
You can get
Shampanskaya, "champagne", $1 a
bottle almost anywhere. It's standard,
cheap champagne and fully bearable
and you candrink it before you drink the
vodka. It helps. I know that you're
thinking that you'll be sick if you mix
your alcohol,but you'll probably be sick
anyway. There's more to go over, but
this is getting long, so ...
Theimportantthingistokeeppositive

and to realize how wonderful yourlife as
an American is. After all, eventually
you'll be coming home and you won't
have the excuse of trying to ignore an
inescapable, political machine which
tragically limits any chance for
advancement in society to justify your
drinking. Ha ha. Whoops. I forgot that
this is an election year. Nevermind.
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Greeks At Squaw Valley
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Other nights will be spent exploring the
local bars and casinos or resting up for
another day of skiing.

Feature Editor

Over 70 students from the University
ofPacificwilljoinmore than500students
from other schools for the "All Greek
Ski- Weekend ", February 14-17.
Members of seven different fraternities
and sororities along with greeks from
Fresno State, San Jose State, Chico State,
U.C. Davis, U.C. Irvine, Cal Poly and
others will travel by bus to Reno for
three days and nights of skiing and
parties.
The buses willleave StocktonFriday,
bound forReno where students will stayj
at the Sundowner Hotel. Each morning
the buses leave for Squaw Valley for a
day on the slopes, followed by after-ski
parties on the mountain; culminating
with a big party for all on Saturday night,

The trip, presented by L.A. Ski and
Sun Tours out of Los Angeles, is the first
here at U.O.P. Students pay one all
inclusive fee that includes lodging, lift
tickets and transportation. This January
2,500 students from U.S.C., U.C.L.A.,
U.C.S.B. and other schools took the
very same trip with great success; skiing
st Squaw Valley and staying in Reno.
U.O.P. organizer Ron Bruland
anticipates a good time for all.
"The past
trips
r
r have been au blast,"
LUuul)
said Bniland. "Squaw Valley is such a
great place to ski, I think people are
going to really enjoy this."
Bruland has been involved in several
other greek trips this winterfor L.A. Ski

Feature
writers needed at

HUNGRY?

Cortopassi and Jean-Pierre Doignonfoimer owners of La Cheminee, one of
Tahoe's fmest eabng establishments,
Here RobertMondavi spoke recently on
the specifics of wine and food pairing
Glissandi's five-course meal is

r insien'fi
°U''ttag of COmfOIt herC that is indeed S^mieed to satisfy even the most
' g canL ; suine. The cozy chairs surrounding sophisticated palate.
/1 massive granite fireplace offer the
If Glissandi is a bit too formal for
jfect chance to curl up with a good your evening, try the Cascades for its
A relax with someone special or just scrymptious buffets beside the waterfall;
wind after a long day on the slopes,
or try the Hardscramble Creek Bar and
' imongthe otherhighlights of the lobby Grill which offers a truely unique menu
. • ithe floor to ceiling windows which including Ceasar salad pizza.
ferpanoramicviewsofthe surrounding
Just because the snow melts doesn't
3 mtain peaks, and two very large mean the fun stops at the Squaw Creek
, irfragranite boulders which add to the Resort. There are numerous hiking and
'jstic ambience.
biking trails, horseback riding, tennis
lust outside the lobby, a naturally- courts; even a trout fishing stream.
mlscaped 250-foot waterfall cascades
And if all that is not enough, world
aastreara which winds amongst the famousgolfcoursedesignerRobeitTrent
®it's three year-round swimming Jones, Jr. designed what he calls his
wis and three hot tubs. One of the "dream course." Winding through the
^features a 120-foot long waterslide picturesque mountain terrain, the
another is surrounded by sand, championship links-style course is
^ting a mini-lagoon.
maintained without the use of most
Just above the "water garden" is the traditional pesticides and fertilizers,
itdoor ice rink where young and old further easing the environmental impact
^circles around the60-foot pavillion. of the resort,
stdoor, the sun plaza offers outdoor
Nightly rates for the Squaw Creek
and refreshments, as well as Resort are $165-$575. In addition, the
Wonal liveentertainment. Here one resort offers a multitude of packages
-snrelax and enjoy a hot mocha or cold which are quite economical. Two-day,

and Sun Tours, including ones to Park
City, Utah and Jackson Hole, Wyoming.
If youmissed this year's trip, look for
it again next winter.

Pacifican
Visit Scott Verrue
at Hand Hall, Third Floor.
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What's Up Doc?
a period besides pregnancy, and how
long should you go before having it

l^rah Grimes, M.D.
: ^Writer

checked?
A: To be completely safe, it is
probably wise to seek medical advice
when a period is two weeks late. If a
female is sexually active, the first test is
to rule out a pregnancy. Other reasons
for missing a period are low dose birth
control pills, infection and hormonal
disturbances. Stress and illness can also
menstrual abnormalities.
cause menstrual
abnormaiiues. Many
jf

to firing semester of 1992 has
"fed with changes at the Cowell
*fent Health Center. Due to the
""oiis "budget cuts" and an effort
liaise thecurrent health fee, students
115now
squired to pay for their own
ions. Dr. Joel Wagner of the
pharmacy is doing an
tog job of providing these
i°ns at the lowest possible costs
toents. The cost of a pap smear
increased to
to $25.
$25. This
This price
price
•"creased

PHONE AND STOP BY THE SUMMIT
ANYTIME BETWEEN 7:30-11 PM

946-2394

T

total body fat percentages may also stop
having periods. The safest approach

ito pap smear itself, pelvic
w ^ cultures for chlamydia and
Compared to the world of
^ medicine, this remains quite a

Love,
Brian
P.S. Don't be jeal
ous. Just call 800854-0195 to get an
application for the
Fall 92 voyage.
You've got to do it!

females who dramatic y™^?
level of strenuous exerci
.

les

Dear Kristen,
Unbelievable visit
ing Amnesty Inter
national in Caracas
with a Poli Sci prof
here on Semester at
Sea. Our first port
and already the
world
has
changed. Tomor
row ecology class
goes to Angel Falls
- 15X Niagara's
height!

would be to check with myself or the
nurses when a period is two weeks late.

Is National
Condom Day

^hat are some reasons formissing

JfiHei at V.u.P.
presents a
/
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Have A SAFE Valentines Day
(Photo By Grace Lee)
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SPORT
From Iron Mike To
Imprisoned Mike:
Tyson Found Guilty On All 3
Rape Counts
By Joel Russakov

outside to block a ball for match point.
The comeback pleased the Tigers and
proved they are coming together as a
team.
Now that the Tigers defense is
blocking and digging balls, the team is
going to be tough to beat. I asked Will
Frueling how he felt about upcoming
matches this week," I feel that the team
is finally playing together as a team and
if ourdefense plays like they did against
Humboldt we should have some more
upsets." The Tigers have three home
games this week and need your support,
so check the Tiger Tracks for the times
of their matches.

Sports Editor
Some people find 13 to be a most
unlucky number. Some religions have
days of the week that don't allow
working. Mike Tyson has found out in
his short 25 years on earth that Feb.10 is
not his day. Onfeb.lO,1992MikeTyson
was found guilty of rape and two other
charges stemming with rape. It was
Feb.101990 that Buster Douglas pulled
off one of the most memorable upsets of
the century, capturing the heavyweight
belt from Tyson. It is almost eerie that 2
years later, within 20 minutes of the
fight Mike Tyson would lose the biggest
battle of his life, the fight with justice.
Mike Tyson was invited to be the
guest of the Miss Black America beauty
pageant this summer in Indianapolis,
Indiana. It was at this pageantthat Tyson
met a young 18 year-old lady (whose
name has not yet been released) and
proceeded to date. It turned out to be a
costly date as Tyson wasfound guilty of
taking the lady back to his hotel room
and forcing sex. Although Tyson and
the accuser disagreed throughout the
trial on every function regarding the
date, the jury apparently found the
woman's story more believable. Tyson
faces a maximum of 20 years for each
count, though 60 years is "Out of the
question," said ESPN legal analyst Jim
Drucker. Drucker feels that since the
counts "are all involving the same
incident" Tyson will most likely get 610 years. Although the sentence will be
handed down on March.6, Tyson's
lawyer has 10 days for an appeal bond.
Jim Drucker: "95% of all appeals are
turned down in rape cases."
For 14 days the prosecution and the
defense went back and forth
contradictingeachothersstory regarding
the alleged rape. Unfortunately forTyson
the woman'sstory sounded so good that
he had to take the witness stand. Team
Tyson knew that a conviction would be
likely if Tyson had to take the witness
stand. It was correct in that assumption
as Tyson completely incriminated
himself, while sounding like a coached
witness who was forgetting what to say.
If Mike is put behind bars it puts the
heavyweight division and Don King in
shambles.
Next Week: Heavyweight division,
post-Tyson era.

Tigers 5-2 After
Sweeping Pacific
Tourny
By Dan McDonald

UOP Demolishes San
Jose State:
Margin Of Victory is UOP's
Largest Ever!
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When the U.O.P. Tigers took to the
road Sunday night to face the hapless
Spartains of San Jose State, it certainly
looked like the perfect opportunity to
get what would seem to be an almost
sure win. Butthereisnothingsureinthe
Big West where there is no longer that
huge disparity in talent that once existed
in the league. And to make the task that
much more difficult, the Tigers were 08 on the road coming into the game. So
with this in mind there was a sort of
ominous feeling in the mind of Bob
Thomason and hisclub. Fortunately for
the Tigers the streak would end, because
they wouldeventually winthe game 9864. The 34 point victory was the largest
conference win in U.O.P history.
The Tigers, 8-11 and 4-6 in the Big
West, won this game mainly because of
perfectexecutionand absolutely brilliant
shooting from the team as a whole.
U.O.P went on to shoot 15 3-pointers,
which sets a school record. Amundson
continued with his hot hand scoring 23all in the first half. He went 9-11 from
the field and shooting 5-6 from the 3pointline. Dell Demps led the team in
scoring with 30, he also achieved his
season high as well.
The score was tied 11-11 early but
the Tigers managed to pull away by
half-time, leading 52-28 at the
intermission. The team never looked
back. They managed to execute and
keep the Spartans far from striking
distance.
Things are going good for the Tigers
right now, winners of 3 of their last 4.
The only loss was a tough game that was
definitely a winnable game against a
tough Fresno State Team. Coach Bob
Thomason has to feel pretty good with
the way things are going for his Tigers.
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Crew is a rigorous, yet graceful
The University of the Pacific Baseball
collegiate
sport. Here at UOP, women's
team improved their record to five wins
crew
is
student-funded
and studentand two losses this weekend while
governed. Onthewaterandinthe weight
playing in the Pacific tournament. The
Tigers have won four straight games.
room, these thirteen women rowers and
their two student coaches have come
In the round-robin tournament this
together as a true team to maintain a
weekend, the Tigers went 3-0. Saturday
successful program. However, the team
the semi-finals and finals of the event
is still in need of funds to ensure the
were held at Billy Hebert Field. The
continuation of the program throughout
final was scheduled for Sunday, but the
the spring season. It's crucial that the
impending rain had organizers worried,
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Uncork Your Potential

For graduates with an intense desire to go far, there is a
career with far-reaching opportunities.
Sales management with the E.& J. Gallo'Winery.
Between classes today, stop by the Career Planning &
Placement Center and find out about all the challenges
we have in store for you.

• ;uid educate*, when he played last
know about Magic is that he was a
c
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mowing sport on W
"'repetitive fighter.
He has taken his HIV infection
buve never seenj tethali in over three months. He has head on, trying to educate others about

to to KnolesFieid ltf0lking since 11161110 maintain Ws
tee the Tigers^ Is and to keep bimself healthy,
la Marymountoiy isonlooked very healthy on Sunday,
1 '2 noon.
„ everyone wants to know, will he
.jin the play-offs? I believe that this
jiinspire the Lakers and help them
•. i into
into the NBA Championship,
achas thought about playing in the

the disease, while fighting it himself. I
will always rememberhisno look passes
and the touch he had on his jumper. The
All-Star game was a time for Johnson to
shine,andlknowthathewillbereadyto
show his Magic whenhe leads the USA
Barcelona.
in Barcelona,

Golden Moment At Lake Placid

It was the greatest moment in the
same way that Team USA are currently
: toiy of American and international the favorites in basketball now that we
,| it It was the most spectacular upset are sending our NBA stars over to
- lachieved in team sports.
Barcelona, Spain for the 1992 games.
ID was a time when the Olympics To put this in perspective, the USA vs
ctea great escape from the realities of USSR hockey game was supposed to
•licuirent cold-war. Ronald Reagan have the same outcome as aUOP-Notre
. b the new president at a time when Dame football game in the unfriendly
i nge wasneeded. We had 52 hostage- confines of South Bend Indiana.
The USA sent 18 kids to Lake Placid
i bases from Iran just a couple months
these Olympic games. The to give the USA respect in international
le of the 80s brought optimism or hockey. The thoughtofwinning amedal
ration, as necessary. The XV waskind oflikeUOP basketball reaching
tpic games in Lake Placid, New the final four. A gold medal? With the
es upbeat
were special for many reasons. superior goal-tending of Jim Craig and
it lectures
United States had no intention of the scoring of Mike Eruzione the hockey
;s upbeat
i? overto Moscow tocompete in the team reached the semi-finals against
it lectures
ier games that year because of the USSR. It was considered a major
?s upbeat
istan crisis, so we knew that this achievmentforthe8th seeded Americans
it lectures
•t be the last time the USA and just to be there. Due to the expected
;s upbeat
® would compete in international outcome many Americans did not watch
,t lectures
is for quite some time. As it turned the game until the wire services started
•s upbeat
USSR boycotted the 1984 summer listing how close the game was. By the
t lectures
le
. s inLos Angeles so these Olympics 2nd intermisssion most of the United
ieat
States watched with intensity as the
told be very special.
The USSR sent a hockey team to the Americans wenton to beat USSR 4-3. It
"Olympic games that had beaten was the upset of all upsets, David over
'toy NHL teams; and various all-star Goliath, Duke over Vegas, Villanova
Former Los Angeles King over Geaorgetown; this hockey game
In Dionne called the Russians, was simply awesome. Team USA went
e
"> greatest hockey team ever on to beat the Finland team 4-2 in the
®^bled"onaKingsweeklytalkshow. finals and capture the gold. It was a very
- were the favorites in hockey in the special time in sports history.
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past week, a huge storm hit California
of snow on the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range. Here are the sky

^as of Feb 11.
Meadows: 8 new, groomed packed powder. 41-591kg. 1200 acres.
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Macintosh Prices Plummet!
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Macintosh Classic II
4 MB RAM/ 40 MB Hard Drive

Just *1156

Apple Computer has just announced deep price cuts to most products in the popular Macintosh computer
line. When you take those new low prices and subtract the generous discounts available through the U0P
Computer Store Educational Purchase Program you may find it hard to believe how affordable the power
of a Macintosh has become. But hurry. John Sculley may wake up any time now.

Macintosh PowerBook 100
4 MB RAM140 MB Hard Drive

$1849

j»st

Plus, Macintosh LC's with Color Monitor and VRAM from $1425, Apple StyleWriter printers
from $308, and much more. Stop in today while we still have a good selection!

University Computer Store
A Division of the University Bookstore

Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

Down At The Pacific Formal
Crime Report Boogie
By Monica Antola
(Continued From Page 2)

A subject wanted forstealing a vehicle
from the University Townhouse
Apartment parking lot was arrested by
Public Safety Thursday night.
A solicitor at John Ballantyne Hall
was arrested for trespassing and
possession of narcotic paraphenalia.
On Saturday night, officers arrested
a subject for violating a restraining order
and anothersubjectfor driving underthe
influence of alchohol.

Staff Writer
Walking around campus you might
notice the colorful signs promoting the
Pacific Formal which will be held Feb.
28,1992.
This is the fourth year that UOP has
held the event. Tickets cost twelve
dollars per person or twenty dollars per
couple.
"Thesebids are worthnineteendollars
each, so the fact that they are offered for
twelve dollars apiece is a really good
price," says Andrea Bennet, event
coordinator. The bids include dinner
and any other dance favors there might

be. Last year one hundred people
attended the formal; and hopefully the
amount of people going this year will be
greater then it has been in the past says
Bennet.
People who are interested in
purchasing bids can do so at the
McCaffery Center daily from 12-1 p.m„
or at the ASUOPoffice which is located
upstairs in the McCaffery Center across
from the Summit
This year's Pacific Formal is being
held at the Mickey Grove Memorial
Buliding at the Mickey Grove Memorial
Park.
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TI calculators work harder.
To help you work smarter. "

Anderson Y
(Continued From Page 2)

host of activities designed to meet
immediate needs, bringing creative
solutions to campus and community
problems.
•Better University Recycling Program
(BURP)
provides a voluntary campus-wide
system for protecting our natural
resources while building awareness and
education for the care of our
environment.
•Training and Development
provides retreats, seminars and ongoing
orientation for students, campus and
community.
The Anderson Y Centeralsoprovides
excellent leadership opportunities
through its student managed programs.
"My experience at the Anderson Y
Center was critical in developing
professional skills I need not only to
perform in a job, but skills I need to find
one," says recent UOP graduate Jennifer
Horan, who managed AYC programs
for two years.
AYC's Learning from the Heart
program is currently seeking new
mentors. The program is directly
associated with the nationallyrecognized
Big Brother/Big Sister program.
Managed by Becky Dose, Learning from
the Heart provides UOP students with
an opportunity for a one-to-one support
relationship with children and their
families of another culture.
Volunteers are also needed on an
ongoing basis for the Partners in
Education program, which organizes
recreational activities at Oak Park for
neighborhood children every Friday
from 3-5 p.m. The P.I.E. program is
managed by Sophy Lim, Bruce Uch,
and Rahim Ahmad. P.I.E. also offers a
summer day camp that hires UOP
students as counselors.''In working with
the children I've learned about different
cultures' needs," says Rahim Ahmad
Junior. "I've learned by doing, not by
speculating." Anyone interested mother
types of volunteer work can contact the
Clearinghouse Program which is
affiliated with the United Way Volunteer
Center. Managers Kathleen Brown and
Lauren Rogers can connect you with a
varietyofdifferentStocktoncommunity
programs.
Anderson Y Center hours are
Monday through Friday from 12-7 p.m.
Feel free to stop by or give the Anderson
Y Center a call at 946-2444.

Responsibility
To Vote
(Continued From Page 5)

of affairs, do something about it. I
constantly hear people complaining
aboutwhatiswrongwithAmerica. What
is wrong is that we do not actively take
part in determining our future. We all
owe it to ourselves to make informed
decisions and take control of our future.
The right to vote is your most precious
privilege. Do not abandon or abuse it.

The best American movie of the Nineties!"
Donald Lyons. FILM COMMENT

'**•*1 Ixontlonil... so delightfully different
and daring that It renews your faith."
- Marshall Rde, GANNETT SEWS 8ER VICE
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TI-68

For engineering students
who require the most comprehen
sive and powerful technical
functions. $49 95
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BA II PLUS Combines
advanced financial and scientific
functions in one easy-to-use
calculator. $02

INSTRUMENTS

MY OWN PRIVATE IDAHO
5£«t
F
A FILM BY BUS VAN BANT

FINELINE
FEATURES

University Bookstore

01991 NEW LINK CDtKMA CORP. ALL RIGHTS RK8KRVKD.

Books...and a whole lot more!

TUES. & WED.
8PM
CAMPUS THEATRE

Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
San Francisco's famous I

Food F

It can't do laundry or find you a date.
but it can help you find more time for both
The new Apple9 Macintosh9 Classic9 II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro
processor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh andMS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer J
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9 v v v .9 V
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In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk,
ee us or a demonstration today, and while
*
^ou re |n, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It11 be time well spent.
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